Rossie Opponents Are Jubilant

The eight organizers of the "Recall Rosie" petition circulated on campus Tuesday and most of Wednesday claimed last night to have collected 1650 signatures, more than enough to force a special recall election. According to Junior Mark Wehrman, a spokesman for the group, "We needed 1534 to force a recall and we've now got about 1650."

The group stated its intention of submitting the petition to the Senate, but were unsure as to the exact procedures. During the petition drive, the group refused to release names, figures, or even talk extensively about its purposes. However, its task figures, or even talk extensively about its purposes. However, its task

While Rosie remained silent, a number of prominent opponents of the Student Body President publicly attacked the petition drive. Junior Mike Kelly, President of the Notre Dame Young Republicans, said at dinner last night "I have been urging people not to sign the petitions. I think this effort is a grass-roots movement of people who have never been connected with any facet of Notre Dame student government in their lives." Bob Narucki, a leader of Notre Dame's chapter of the conservative Young Americans for Freedom, said, "I've not touched a petition. Nobody in our organization on has been involved in this in any way. As for me personally, I would hate to see this go through because it would hurt the student body. It would hurt all of us with the Administration.

The one voice raised favoring the petition recall was that of former Walsh Senator Pat Dowd, who polled 17.5% of the vote in February's student body elections as opposed to Rosie's 58%. Dowd, who privately questioned last week about placing a recall ad in the Observer, said Tuesday night "Richard Rosie has betrayed the Notre Dame student body and the University." Dowd said the "betrayal" occurred through Rosie's signature on a statement of the Student Body President.

Wehrman said the petition will now go to its first meeting and that under the student body constitution of election would be two weeks after the meeting. The petition passers said the major question of the drive was Rosie, and said no thought had been given a candidate to oppose the S.B.P. in any recall election. Rackiewicz explained "We wanted to set Rosie.

Dr. Timothy Leary

Leary: "Drugs A Way To God"

Cohen: "Don't Kid Yourself"

Last night at Washington Hall in a fascinating and eloquent discussion of the aims, techniques and dangers of psychedelic drugs, Dr. Timothy Leary and Sidney Cohen gave opposing views of the world and its resulting consequences.

Leary, barefoot and clad in a casual blue outfit, opened his comments with a flippant, "OK, I'm turned on, are you?" But his theme switched immediately to the one of religious experience. Leary said, "LSD is a way of life, a religion. I take a trip to the City of God." And according to this self-acknowledged oracle of the future "Fifty years from now, everyone will be on drugs."

At this point Leary ventured into his three main statements of the evening:

1) "The only purpose of life is a religious quest for God," or "Get high and stay high."
2) "Dope is the religion of the future." 3) "As preparation for a trip, 21 spiritual disciplines of yoga are essential."

Leary developed a historical approach to the psychodelic experience by stressing the ever-present aim of human love "of your mate, of your children, of your neighbor, and of God." All religions have centered around this concept, Leary claimed, but they are now losing sight of its profound importance, consequently less and less relevant. "The hippie movement, in contrast, is "an authentic religious experience," said Leary, "yet the police, the mass media, and the politicians, have mis-represented them. Leary claimed "the hippies are doing fine."

The controversial advocate of drugs, who has mentioned the "progressing role of chemicals in leading men to a divine truth. The biochemical drugs can easily stimulate the human nervous system, and "cause profound changes of emotional behavior," Leary said. "But the point is," he said, "you can determine your own reality, and the reality is never the same."

Leary listed his 21 pre-conditions to a successful trip satisfying the trip mentioned increased discipline of the senses, an awareness of one's psychological self, prophecy, ritual, artistic experience, and finally, drugs. "But it is more deliberate but equally convincing rebuttal, Dr. Cohen, an experienced expert on psychedelics, raised certain qualifications to all that Leary said. "All is not sweetness," Cohen claimed, "there are many inherent dangers."

Cohen mentioned that many disciples of acid drugs use drugs only to reach a level of euphoria and pleasure. He lamented, "Why can't we be happy in this level of experience?" Many varieties of drugs and stimulants have been elevated to religious experiences throughout history. Cohen said, "LSD, and its consequent effects are not new." Cohen also developed the thought that acid, rather than expanding one conscious, merely expands his gullibility, "Have these people really seen the great white light of God?" He questioned. An even further consideration, according to Cohen, would concern the responsibility of taking with one's mind, of risking permanent brain damage or disarrangement of chemical balance. Cohen claimed that there is no conclusive evidence that drugs completely destroy the individual's creativity. He also disputed whether acid really brings a more meaningful participation in lovingly. "We can become real human beings," Cohen concluded, "and we don't need drugs to do it."
The Senate could reject the petition on grounds of invalidity because of improper notarization or the question of Freshman signatures. This ruling, however, could be appealed to the Judicial Council, which is constitutionally charged with interpretation of the Constitution, as the Supreme Court interprets the national Constitution.

The Judicial Council is composed of the Student Body President, Chairman (who votes only to break a tie), and the Student Body Vice-President, the president of the Sophomore, Junior, and Senior classes, the chairman of the Hall President’s Council, and two members who are elected from the ranks of last year’s Senate. The rulings of this Council are final, subject only to constitutional amendment.

The Policy Committee of the Senate could kill the petition by tabling. If it was placed on the agenda and brought to the floor of the Senate, the Senate would be required to declare a recall election within two weeks of the meeting.

In the event of tabling by the Policy Committee, it would be necessary to re-petition the Senate, under Article VII, Section 1, to act on the matter. Such a petition would have to be automatically binding on the Policy Committee to bring the recall petition to the floor. The second petition requires the “valid signatures of 750 members of the Undergraduate Student Body.”

If there is a recall election, and the incumbent is opposed, the election reverts to a vote-of-confidence type of affair, in which the incumbent does not receive more than 25% of the votes cast. In the event that he does not, the Student Body Vice President is declared President and the affad is closed.

Dr. Watson Tells Of RNA

Dr. James D. Watson

many cancer viruses such as leukemia are RNA viruses. What needs to be done is to identify the gene responsible for the malignancy and then to eliminate it.” Dr. Watson deeply despised the hopes of those in the audience who visualized the test tube man. He referred to this project as the dream of a few imaginative scientists.

Olympic Games Endangered by Mexican Student Rioting

TEXAS CITY (UPI) — Mexican army troops Wednesday surrounded the University of Texas, marching students in a housing development square Wednesday and opened fire with machine guns, killing three persons. The shooting was from nearby rooftops in a three-hour bloody battle that covered 20 city blocks and damaged 1968 Olympic Games.

At least nine persons were killed and 60 others were wounded as Mexican troops engaged in a battle that climaxd months of street warfare between government officials and militant students demanding the freeing of imprisoned comrades.

UPI correspondents counted the bodies of eight civilians including two women killed in the fighting as the troops closed in on the demonstrators, firing as they advanced. The government said an army corporal was killed in the fighting as troops fought their way into apartment houses ringing the screamings thousands trying to flee the square.

The Mexican official said the games set to open in less than two weeks are in danger of being cancelled because of the fighting.

Troops cordoned off the massive Tlatelolco project alongside the “Three Cultures Square,” 15 miles from the Olympic Village. The troops ordered its thousands of residents into the streets. Snipers were blasted down with a firefight from apartment complexes outside the project.

Other troops advanced with fixed bayonets and machine guns through a 20 square block area around the project attempting to cordon it off and setting the neighborhood under a state of siege. Snipers fired, some of it evidently originating from sympathetic residents, cracked shots during the first hours of the 6 p.m. incident.

Student bands roved through neighborhood s adjoining the siege area, attacking and burning buildings.

The scheduled start of the Olympic Games was 10 days off. Dr. Watson began the talk by mentioning his general views toward science. He said that his book was something more than a gossip report both sides of the story; opinions out of the news and for this reason hesitated to mention the no means had he and his associate Dr. Crick completely solved the problem of DNA and RNA replication. He predicted that the next decade will be as productive or possibly even more productive in solving chemotherapy of genes. “At present” he said, “we know that

The Mail

Editor:

In your story on Senator Thurmond I was a bit surprised to find that it was one side of the story. You described at length the demonstration by the African American and the religious groups critical questions posed to the Senator. I would like to know why nothing was said regarding support of the Senator's views. Keep your story to roughly half of the audience stood and applauded after his speech. This was said of how Senator Thurmond made some of his so-called critical questions look pretty amusing by his sharp rebuttals.

I always thought that news stories were supposed to present all viewpoints and not opinions. Editorials are for opinions, so why doesn't the staff keep its radical opinions in the editorials where they belong? I read the opinions out of the news and report both sides of the story, then this paper might amount to something more than a gossip sheet.

Sincerely,

Bill Becker, '72

Farley Hall Party
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Of course, the question of DNA and RNA replication. He predicted that the next decade will be as productive or possibly even more productive in solving chemotherapy of genes. “At present” he said, “we know that
**THE WORLD TODAY**

**Wallace And Lemay?**

CANTON, Ohio (UPI) - George C. Wallace said yesterday that he would announce his vice presidential candidate in Pittsburgh today amid reports retired Air Force Chief of Staff Curtis Lemay would be the choice.

Columbus Broadcasting System news correspondent Nelson Benton reported yesterday that Wallace would name Lemay, a native of Columbus, Ohio, to be the choice. He quoted unidentified sources close to the former Alabama governor.

Wallace refused to comment on the report and would give no indication as to who his running mate may be.

A hand made "Lemay for vice president" sign was raised at a rally at the Canton Memorial Auditorium.

Wallace encountered noisy heckling at the Canton rally from a predominantly Negro group of about 200 demonstrators. At one point, he stopped his address because of the noise.

The demonstrators were escorted from the building by police when they attempted to march from the balcony to the floor.

Despite the heckling, the crowd of about 3,500 was in Wallace's corner and jeered the hecklers.

There were a lot of kids that people in this country are sick and tired of," Wallace said as the demonstrators chanted "Sing Hell" and "Wallace is a pig."

**Six Planes Lost**

SARGON (UPI) - U.S. military spokesmen said yesterday that communist gunners shot down three U.S. Army helicopters, marked with the Red Cross, as they flew wounded GIs from battlefields to hospitals.

U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara yesterday called on the Soviet Union to remove its troops from Czechoslovakia and, looking directly at the section where the Soviet delegation sat, asked:

"Are you subject to the U.N. charter, make good on your promise by removing your occupying forces from Czechoslovakia?"

**Rusk Critical of Soviets At U.N.**

UNITED NATIONS (UPI) - U.S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk yesterday called on the Soviet Union to remove its troops from Czechoslovakia and, looking directly at the section where the Soviet delegation sat, asked:

"Are you subject to the U.N. charter, make good on your promise by removing your occupying forces from Czechoslovakia?"

Rusk, making his first and probably last policy speech to the U.N. General Assembly, was interrupted by a band of nine hecklers seated in the U.N. public gallery demanding an end to the Vietnam War.

Rusk stopped speaking for a few moments while U.N. guards hustled the demonstrators out of the gallery and, to the applause of most delegates, went on with his speech.

Early yesterday morning I was unfortunate enough to be returning to South Bend via the Toll Road when, upon approaching the gate at the head of a long line of vehicles I discovered that I was fifteen cents short of the prescribed toll.

Confidently I assumed that a word of explanation to the kind gentleman in the booth would enable me to pass. At worst I supposed he would require a bit of identification in the event that I should neglect to return the account. With a smile on my lips I stopped at the gate, warmed by the knowledge that cold, cruel automation had not yet crept into the state highway system. Thus I would be given the opportunity of dealing with a fellow human being capable of appreciating the occasional vicissitudes of our existential human condition.

Excuse me, I'm fifteen cents short on my toll. (Add a sincere, clean cut, sheepish grin)

- Pull your car over and don't try nothin' funny. (Several more horns rearward)
- Get out of the car and put your hands on the roof.
- Look, boy, you know you can go to jail for that!
- An hour ago I wouldn't have believed it but I do now. (Another brief consultation during which I caught bits and snatches of the words station, bail, and fingerprint)

At last an official looking form was shoved under my nose and a pen thrust between my fingers with the word to sign at the X. Sign I did. And pronto the valiant custodians of law and order had disappeared down the ramp leaving me to stare at the words "punishable by a fine not exceeding $500 and a prison term not exceeding 2 years for the first offense . . . "

Finally an official looking form was shoved under my nose and a pen thrust between my fingers with the order to sign the thing in triplicate. Sign I did. Almost immediately the valiant custodians of law and order left the scene of my crime muttering something about "those damn vagrants," while I gazed down at my whole wallet and the spare tire and I'll throw in the cigarette lighter for collateral. (Noise becoming unbearable)

Harry, call the troopers, got a suspicious character here. Look mister, I don't know what you done but the troopers be here in a minute so I reckon if you know what's good for ya, you'll just keep quite and cooperate.

Dunly I perceived that this poor excuse for a human being had been given the opportunity of dealing with a fellow human being capable of appreciating the occasional vicissitudes of our existential human condition.

Fifteen Cents

**Student Senate Elections**

TODAY

Elections will be held in the hall from 11:30 am to 1:00 pm and 5:30 pm to 7:30 pm.

Off-campus students vote in the off-campus office, basement of LaFortune Student Center, from 9:00 am to 7:00 pm.
Gibson, Gibson, Gibson, Gibson, Gib

ST. LOUIS (UPI) — Overpowering Bob Gibson taunted the free swinging and jitterbugging Tigers with a record breaking 17 strikeout performance Wednesday as he easily "outdulled" Denny McLain to give the St. Louis Cardinals a 4-0 victory in the opening game of the World Series.

Gibson, possibly on his way to becoming the op World Series strikeout artist of all time, got a deafening standing ovations from the crowd of 54,692 — largest ever in Busch Memorial Stadium — when he struck out the side in the sixth inning. That snapped the record of 15 set by Sandy Koufax in the opening game of the 1963 World Series against the Yankees.

Gibson, who posted a 22-9 record during the season with a 1.12 ERA that was the best in the National League history, finished with a five-hit shutout while also setting a second record by tying a third and just missing a fourth.

McLain, who won 31 games this season to become the first pitcher since Dizzy Dean in 1934 to reach the 30 figure, was no match for the Cardinal ace. McLain was lifted for a pinch hitter after working just five innings.

In the fourth, he got in trouble with two walks and was tagged for a run scoring single by Mike Shannon. After an error by Willie Horton, Julio Javier followed with a two run single.

Two of the main obstacles to an Irish victory Saturday are Iowa wingback Barry Cress (left) and split end Al Bream.

Podolak, Sullivan Ruled Out

Iowa football coach Ray Ncgel yesterday ruled in two top offensive stars out of Saturday's game with the Irish.

Quarterback Ed Podolak remains in University Hospital at Iowa City today undergoing tests for head injuries suffered in the Hawkeyes' first two games. He will be replaced by sophomore Larry Lawrence, a 6-2, 200-pounder.

Fullback Tim Sullivan has missed contact work all this week with a hip pointer and an severe shoulder bruise. His replacement is another sophomore, 6-0, 225-pound Tom Wallace.

Nigel said that 14 of his 22 starters were injured in one way or another against Texas Christian Saturday. However, only Podolak and Sullivan are hurt seriously enough to miss the team's first week's game.

"I lost of that pair leaves tailback Dennis Green with a big offensive load to carry. Green, a 5-11, 185-pounder who once played for the St. Louis Cardinals and scored Maris.

Podolak also picked up his sixth consecutive complete game victory to break the record of five he shared with Red Ruffing.

The sixth straight victory in Series competition ties the records shared by Ruffing and another Yankee hero of their heyday, Lefty Gomez.
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Harriers Open At Iowa

Coach Alex Wilson and his Notre Dame cross-country squad face the uncertain year when they open the 1968 season Saturday. With only one senior on the starting team, the harriers journey to Iowa City for a five-mile meet with the Iowa Hawkeyes this weekend.

Senior Kevin O'Brien captains the Irish, backed up by juniors Bob Watson and Mike Calhoun. O'Brien's return will put the Irish in a position to make a definite challenge.

Gibson, a 6 foot 2, 200-pounder who once played a a坚实 block against the Harlem Globetrotters, proved who was going to run this game at the start of the second week out seven of the first nine Tigers he faced. He had five in a row at one point against Detroit's McLain who was outmatched by one out with in the third. A sixth straight strikeout would have tied the record set by Hod Eller in 1919 and tied by Moe Drabowsky in 1966.

McLain, who escaped trouble when the Cards got runners to third base in the second and third innings, started his own downfall in the fourth when After getting Orlando Cepeda who went 0 for 4 on foul to first baseman Cash on a 2-2 pitch, he walked Tim McCarver on four pitches.

Shannon then stepped up and had to hit the dirt when McLain's second pitch sailed high. McLain's 2nd pitch was high and outside and Shannon started to swing at it but held up for the second ball. Shannon made it 2-2. Shannon then lined the next pitch to left for a single that scored two runners.

When Horton overran the ball in left for an error, McCarver took third and Shannon moved to second.

The Tigers moved the infield and Jackson hit his first pitch to the "opposite" side as low liner to right for a two run single. McLain then settled down and retired Del Maxvill and Gibson to retire the sale but for practical purposes the game was over.